THE SPACES COLLECTION
BY HK DESIGNS
We noticed how many recent cool interior designs are featuring slat
walls and ceilings and what a powerful impact these have. So we
explored the possibility of using this concept for a new range of
freestanding furniture, far different to anything HK have designed in
the past.

With the current concerns about returning to the office, the Spaces Collection
includes some exciting variations to regular office furniture - items that not only
address the need for space and distancing but are also designed for flexibility
and to help enhance the office environment today and beyond.
The space between slats contributed to the thought process when naming the
collection but more relevant is that the products will assist in creating and
maintaining comfortable space between users and areas.
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SPACE 2 CREATE
2700 mm

A fluid shaped table that is ideal
for co-working, collaboration,
creative meetings and responsible
breakouts. Measuring 2800mm x
2700mm the table can seat six
people comfortably but four is
perfect for social distancing.

2700 mm

SPACE 2 CREATE
The mobile base, highlighted with integral
LED lighting, is constructed using shaped
slats of oiled birch ply*1.
The upper slat forms a trough that merges
with the table top to create a central
showpiece space that is perfect for planting
and creating a bit of fun with a variety of
scenes, such as a tropical rainforest, desert
cacti, woodlands and so on.
The top can come in a choice of sustainable
wood veneers, Nature Plus*2 approved
laminates and recycled plastics. Bespoke
size tables are available on request.

*1

*2

Birch trees are a fast-growing species native to
northeastern Europe, the abundance and speed of growth
of Birch trees means that it causes minimal devastation or
destruction of biodiversity when they are cut down,
making Birch plywood a sustainable choice that has little
impact on the environment.

The Nature Plus quality mark offers consumers and
designers a reliable orientation towards sustainability
ie. environmentally friendly and harmless products.

SPACE 2 CREATE
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SPACE 2 OCCUPY
A sturdy yet elegant mobile
screen that is a bit different from
the majority of freestanding
screens on the market.
It is ideal for creating and changing
zones and corridors while at the
same time adding to the ambience
of open plan working, meeting and
breakout areas.

Standing 1800 high x 1200 wide it is
constructed using vertical slats that connect
into a slim flat base with hidden roller glides.
Plant troughs, acoustic panels, notice boards
even vertical chess boards can be fitted to
either side to add interest, fun and
functionality.
The screens are available in natural or
stained solid ash as well as a variety of high
quality laminates.
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SPACE 4 FOUR
A meeting or breakout booth
which comfortably accommodates
up to four people, providing an
element of privacy without the
feeling of being boxed in.

Vertical slats, matching the ones on the
screens, are used to create the two sides
with horizontal slats for the roof.
Plant troughs, signage and notice boards
can be hung on the two sides while more
planting and lighting can be suspended from
the roof. Pull down fabric blinds can be fitted
to the sides should extra privacy be required.
The booth sits on a strengthened platform
with hidden glides and finished with vinyl
tiles on the floor.
Upholstered bench seating is positioned
either side of a rectangular table.
Various finishes are available for all parts of
the booth.
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SPACE 4 FOUR

2100 mm

1555 mm

2200 mm

SPACE 4 FOUR

GREEN SPACES
The Coronavirus pandemic has thrown our need for nature
sharply into focus, bringing a stronger need to work
together to overcome the climate crisis. With this in mind
The National Trust has a target to plant 20 million trees
over the next 10 years.

When a tree is planted, this contributes to reducing emissions; each tree
could remove one tonne of carbon from our air over 40 years. These new
trees will also open up new habitats for wildlife such as the red squirrel, the
hazel dormouse, the greater spotted woodpecker and other birds like the
song thrush and the red kite.
We want to help and will have pleasure in donating to The National Trust’s
‘Plant a Tree’ fund every time we receive an order for any product from
within the Spaces Collection.
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